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Mac G

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










SA's Loaded 1911 has been an awesome firearm. Only one malfunction, and that was operator induced. FTF due to limp wristing. It has not been picky about ammunition ran thru it. After 7 years, it has had approximately 2500 rounds thru it, mostly 230 gr. ball ammo. The FFL transfer process worked well. 











Thomas M

on
12/25/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is an outstanding pistol. Fit and finish are excellent. Shoots well and is getting better the more rounds I put through it. 











Lee G

on
03/14/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Beautiful gun. I looked at several 1911 models made by other gun manufacturers, held them, racked the slide, checked out the trigger, mag release, & barrel fit. Springfield did a great job on this pistol. And no one could come close to Buds price. I have shot it only about 50 rounds, no problems. I can't say much about accuracy as I haven't tried that hard with this pistol. It did need cleaning. Came with 2 mags & mag holder, plastic holster( its ok) cleaning brush, & a nice quality case, but is a bit large. 











James D

on
11/04/2015




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










The Springfield 45 auto is a beast. The gun is cosmetically perfect, no scratches no dings, just perfect. As far as the operation, with only 25 rds down the tube in one session, I have no complaints. There is one issue that I hesitate to discuss. The ILS, Integral Locking System cannot be activated, period. There were 2 ILS keys included in the packaging and I tried as hard as I possibly could to activate the ILS and I could not get it to work. I contacted Springfield to discuss, just to make sure that there wasn't some trick that I was missing, and there isn't. I don't foresee me ever actually engaging the ILS system during normal usage, but I might. The system has a cost to it and I paid for it and it should work. Springfield suggested that I send it bac to them for repair but I opted not to at this time. What concerns me is that the ILS is even on the pistol but more importantly that it left the factory without being tested and is obviously defective. 











Reggie R

on
08/20/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










very nice, 2nd gun i have ordered form buds. almost like a piece of jewelry. sight could be better. comes in an awesome case too 











Tom C

on
07/22/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I purchased this gun a couple of months ago and am just getting around to reviewing it. First of all, let me say that I have been shooting 1911 style pistols for 40 years, and used to carry one every day. I'm old now so they are a pretty big hunk of steel to carry around..so now I pretty much use them for shooting enjoyment. This gun fills the bill perfectly. I've owned a couple of dozen 1911's over the years from Colt, Springfield, Kimber, and other companies, and this is easily one of the nicest pistols I own. It's fit and finish are in the same league as my new Colt Commander in stainless that I got at about the same time. To be honest, you will have to go to a custom gun to do much better.This package represents a lot of value for $800.00, and it is one of the prettiest guns I own as well. That might sound silly to comment on, but part of the enjoyment of nice firearms is looking at them and just handling them. This gun does not disappoint, and my friends who see it all comment on its good looks. But how does it shoot? Very well. Thus far, after about 300 rounds of good factory ball ammo to break it in, I've had no failures to feed, fire, or eject, using either the two supplied factory 7 round magazines that came with the package, or my Wilson 47D 8 rounders. One thing I have learned about 1911's is, if you want them to work, use good magazines. This is an accurate pistol as well, and just using factory ball ammo, I am shooting 2.5 inch offhand groups at 25 yards. I'm an old match shooter, and can tell this gun "wants" to do even better with a match grade load. For a production pistol with no work done to it, this is impressive. The trigger, right out of the box, is excellent. For a general purpose shooter, it is good to go as is from the box. much better than the one that came on my Colt. The gun is very tightly fitted, and does have a few sharp edges on it that I would round off IF I were using this as a fighting gun, but I am not. This is about the only difference I see in workmanship between this gun and my new stainless Colt. The adjustable sights are nice and convenient for a range gun, but the corners on the rear sight will cut you up a bit if you don't watch where you put your hands. I just broke the edges of the outside of the rear sight slightly with a file and then blackened the steel again to address this. If you are looking for a carry gun, I'd probably go with one of the Springfields with fixed sights instead. So the bottom line is that this gun should serve you well if you want to use it as an introduction to competitive shooting, use it as your primary range .45, and even as a home defense gun. You could use it as a carry gun as well, but it is a lot of steel to haul around daily. This is not a cheap pistol, and there are many lower priced 1911's you could buy, but you won't need to spend any additional money on this to get what you want. Consider it an investment in your shooting. Of all the 1911's I have owned, this is one of my favorites. A tip of the hat to Buds for great customer service and an easy transaction. 











Ernest G

on
07/17/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Just received my Springfield 1911 loaded target today. Beautiful gun with very good slide to frame fit. Really like the polished flats ad matte rounds look on stainless steel. The gun did come somewhat dirty with some kind of semi sticky black material all over it. Hard to describe exactly what it was. It cleaned up very nicely though, so no major problem there. Comes in a huge plastic case, really too big of a case and not very user friendly, with two 7 round magazines, plastic holster and plastic dual mag pouch. Why not 8 round magazines Springfield? The sights are black target, adjustable, no white dots, which I knew going in. Has 2 piece full length guide rod. Have not shot the gun yet but expect it to be just fine when I do. 











Steve B

on
06/09/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










My first order from Buds. Everything was quick and easy. 0 issues with the process. Springfield 1911's are big, tight, solid guns. This one is no exception. Shoots tight groups right out of the box. 











Jim M

on
10/22/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun, wish buds got it out a bit sooner but it fell well within their shipping guidelines. Took the loaded out the day I got it shot fifty rounds right out of the box no cleaning before. Dead on. Great gun maybe my new favorite. If you have any doubts just buy it. Accurate right out of the box. Very happy I purchased this gun. Exceeded my high expectations! 











Mitchell H

on
09/02/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This review will consist of 2 parts. Part 1. First purchase with Bud's and it will not be my last. Communication was always timely and polite with customer service the main focus. I was informed of the status at all times. I really had to do nothing but order, pay, and show up at my local FFL after being called that my firearm had arrived. Flawless and seamless transactions! Part 2. I own a Springfield XDm Compact 3.8, 45ACP and I love it. I had been shopping for my first 1911 platform for quite sometime and finally settled on the Springfield 1911 Target "Loaded" due to price and value I felt I was receiving for the money. I could not be more pleased with this pistol right out of the box (after a thorough cleaning of course). The gun has performed flawlessly after about 300 rounds although I have only fed American Eagle through it. I will conduct additional tests of course but my initial impression is and has been since purchasing my first Springfield product, that I will purchase more from Springfield and will always come back to Bud's! 











William D

on
08/16/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a beautiful and well made 1911, as one would expect from Springfield. No rattle in the slide to frame fit, very tight. Took a while to break it in, it was so tight. Great buy for simple shooting fun, or to modify into a first class competition pistol. 











Greg B

on
03/18/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Cannot buy a better pistol! This gun will shoo 1.5' groups all day with just plain ball ammo, without any problems! Best buy for the money. Springfield Armory and Buds both have great service. You won't be disappointed. 











George W

on
12/17/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Bud's is the best! Ordered on Sunday... Arrived @ FFL on Tue. Great Gun. Very nice finish! 











Pa Wah W

on
12/15/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I purchased this gun in march 2010. I have since put 200 rds of cci fmj through this weapon with no problems. I also have run about 150 rds of hand loaded 200gr swc with out incident through the weapon. Gun was totally reliable and accurate.i love it thanks Bud's 











Ryan P

on
03/17/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I read a few mixed reviews of this pistol. Mine has an excellent trigger out of the box. The slide-to-frame fit is excellent. The finish isn't quite as refined as some of the competitors, but the flawless functionality makes up for it. Buds service is second to none. Even during a busy time, my order arrived at my FFL in two business days. You guys are the best. 











Steve H

on
12/03/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Just back from the range today for "TGT" first outing. Pretty darn accurate at 50ft. ( That's as far as you get at my range) Love the trigger and overall a pretty smooth gun. Haven't had the pleasure of firing the real expensive 1911s but for the money I'm very satisfied with this gun. Had some issues with the slide not locking back after the last shot. I'm thinking some oil and more breakin will take care of that so not really concerned. 











Alan D

on
11/12/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Been shopping for a 1911 for almost a year. Picked mine up yesterday on Veteran's Day (appropriate for such a classic military weapon). This Springfield loaded model is one beautiful firearm and a nice deal too from Bud's. Field stripped and cleaned up the factory gunk common on Springfields. Feels great, looks better. Can't wait to put a few hundred rounds down range. Oh, and of course, Bud's service was excellent. Thank you! 











Pa Wah W

on
04/19/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I took this gun to the range and fired 100 rounds of mixed f ,it is very good gun , i love it 











Pa Wah W

on
04/19/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I took this gun to the range and fired 100 rounds of mixed f ,it is very good gun , i love it 











Dane K

on
05/26/2009




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I took this gun to the range and fired 150 rounds of mixed factory hardball and SWC reloads without a single malfunction. I was amazed at this performance from a gun that had not been broken in. The fit of the slide to frame is excellent with almost no trace of play. The barrel fits well with only a trace of play when the slide is held back slightly. The finish is beautiful with a nice polish on the flats and dull finish on the rounds, and the grips are gorgeous. The trigger is a little stiff but if this doesn't ease up after a bit of break-in, I would not mind doing a little trigger work on it. The only negative is I am not overly impressed with the holster and mag pouch included with it. With both loosened all the way, it is very difficult to get the gun or the mags out. They are not bad for the price, however, and might loosen up with age and use. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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